How to get rid of noisy cam followers and bearings by substituting quiet, non-flattening rollers instead.

Metal cam followers are noisy, need frequent lubrication, and cause wear and tear on rails. Now you can replace your cam followers and bearings with plastic-on-metal Power-Core™ rollers ... the smooth-running, quiet, heavy-duty rollers that won't wear out your rail.
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Only Power-Core
“plastic-on-metal” rollers
and cam followers give you
all these advantages!

- Plastic tire – eliminates wear on rails, absorbs shock.
- Pre-lubricated bearings – no maintenance required.
- Long life – engineered to last 100 million cycles.
- Quiet operation – precision-machined, thermally
  installed tire has minimal run-out, reducing noise by
  10 to 12 decibels.
- Proprietary load calculation – prevents flat
development.
- Corrosion-resistant – with installed stainless steel
  bearing can be used in harsh and
  sub-zero environments.
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